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This volume constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 14th International
Software Product Line Conference, SPLC 2010, held on Jeju Island, South
Korea, in September 2010.
Computer science graduates often find software engineering knowledge and
skills are more in demand after they join the industry. However, given the lecturebased curriculum present in academia, it is not an easy undertaking to deliver
industry-standard knowledge and skills in a software engineering classroom as
such lectures hardly engage or convince students. Overcoming Challenges in
Software Engineering Education: Delivering Non-Technical Knowledge and Skills
combines recent advances and best practices to improve the curriculum of
software engineering education. This book is an essential reference source for
researchers and educators seeking to bridge the gap between industry
expectations and what academia can provide in software engineering education.
Over the last decade, software product line engineering (SPLE) has emerged as
one of the most promising software development paradigms for increasing
productivity in IT-related industries. Detailing the various aspects of SPLE
implementation in different domains, Applied Software Product Line Engineering
documents best practices with regard to system development. Expert
contributors from academia and industry come together and focus on core asset
development, product development, and management, addressing the process,
technical, and organizational issues needed to meet the growing demand for
information. They detail the adoption and diffusion of SPLE as a primary software
development paradigm and also address technical and managerial issues in
software product line engineering. Providing an authoritative perspective of the
latest research and practice in SLPE, the text: Presents in-depth discussions and
many industry / case studies Covers applications in various domains including
automotive, business process management, and defense Organized according to
the organizational, process, and technical aspects of software product lines
within an organization Provides the expertise of a distinguished panel of global
contributors Ever-increasing global competition coupled with a fragile world
economy means that the pressure is on for software engineers and software
process improvement professionals to find ways to meet the needs of expanding
markets—with greater efficiency and effectiveness. This book arms readers with
the insight needed to harness the power of SPLE to increase productivity, reduce
time to market, and to handle the growing diversity in the quickly evolving global
marketplace.
The focus of this book is on describing the necessary building blocks with which
to enable a strong foundation of evaluation.Throughout the book various
approaches to appraisals that will make them more efficient and effective are
illustrated.
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CMMI-ACQ® (Capability Maturity Model® Integration for Acquisition) describes
best practices for the successful acquisition of products and services. Providing a
practical framework for improving acquisition processes, CMMI-ACQ addresses
the growing trend in business and government for organizations to purchase or
outsource required products and services as an alternative to in-house
development or resource allocation. Modeled after CMMI®, Second Edition,
which documented CMMI for Development, this book is the definitive reference
for the current release of CMMI for Acquisition (version 1.2). In addition to the
entire CMMI-ACQ model, the book includes tips, hints, cross-references, and
other author notes to help you understand, apply, and find more information
about the content of the acquisition process areas. The authors also have added
two chapters to illustrate the application of CMMI-ACQ in industry (a case study
from General Motors) and government. Whether you are new to CMMI models or
are already familiar with one or more of them, you will find this book an essential
resource for managing your acquisition processes and improving your overall
performance. The book is divided into three parts. Part One introduces CMMIACQ in the broad context of CMMI models, including essential concepts and
useful background. It then describes and shows the relationships among all the
components of the CMMI-ACQ process areas, and explains paths to the adoption
and use of the model for process improvement and benchmarking. Finally, two
separate chapters describe special acquisition needs in a government
environment and real experiences with CMMI-ACQ from industry. Part Two first
describes generic goals and generic practices, and then, in twenty-two sections,
details each of the CMMI-ACQ process areas, including specific goals, specific
practices, and examples. These process areas are organized alphabetically by
process area acronym to facilitate quick reference. Part Three provides several
useful references, including sources for further information about CMMI and
CMMI-ACQ, acronym definitions, a glossary of terms, and an index.
Many organizations that have improved process maturity through Capability
Maturity Model Integration (CMMI®) now also want greater agility. Conversely,
many organizations that are succeeding with Agile methods now want the
benefits of more mature processes. The solution is to integrate CMMI and Agile.
Integrating CMMI® and Agile Development offers broad guidance for melding
these process improvement methodologies. It presents six detailed case studies,
along with essential real-world lessons, big-picture insights, and mistakes to
avoid. Drawing on decades of process improvement experience, author Paul
McMahon explains how combining an Agile approach with the CMMI process
improvement framework is the fastest, most effective way to achieve your
business objectives. He offers practical, proven techniques for CMMI and Agile
integration, including new ways to extend Agile into system engineering and
project management and to optimize performance by focusing on your
organization’s unique, culture-related weaknesses.
"Safety-Critical Systems: Problems, Process and Practice" contains the papers
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presented at the seventeenth annual Safety-critical Systems Symposium, held at
Brighton, UK, in February 2009. The Symposium is for engineers, managers and
academics in the field of system safety, across all industry sectors, so the papers
making up this volume offer a wide-ranging coverage of current safety topics, and
a blend of academic research and industrial experience. They include both recent
developments in the field and discussion of open issues that will shape future
progress. The first paper reflects a tutorial - on Hazard Analysis - held on the first
day of the Symposium. The subsequent 14 papers are presented under the
headings of the Symposium's sessions: the Economics of Safety, Transport
Safety, Safety in Society, New Challenges, Safety Assessment and Safety
Standards. The book will be of interest to both academics and practitioners
working in the safety-critical systems arena.
CMMI® for Development (CMMI-DEV) describes best practices for the
development and maintenance of products and services across their lifecycle. By
integrating essential bodies of knowledge, CMMI-DEV provides a single,
comprehensive framework for organizations to assess their development and
maintenance processes and improve performance. Already widely adopted
throughout the world for disciplined, high-quality engineering, CMMI-DEV Version
1.3 now accommodates other modern approaches as well, including the use of
Agile methods, Lean Six Sigma, and architecture-centric development. CMMI®
for Development, Third Edition, is the definitive reference for CMMI-DEV Version
1.3. The authors have revised their tips, hints, and cross-references, which
appear in the margins of the book, to help you better understand, apply, and find
information about the content of each process area. The book includes new and
updated perspectives on CMMI-DEV in which people influential in the model’s
creation, development, and transition share brief but valuable insights. It also
features four new case studies and five contributed essays with practical advice
for adopting and using CMMI-DEV. This book is an essential resource–whether
you are new to CMMI-DEV or are familiar with an earlier version–if you need to
know about, evaluate, or put the latest version of the model into practice. The
book is divided into three parts. Part One offers the broad view of CMMI-DEV,
beginning with basic concepts of process improvement. It introduces the process
areas, their components, and their relationships to each other. It describes
effective paths to the adoption and use of CMMI-DEV for process improvement
and benchmarking, all illuminated with fresh case studies and helpful essays.
Part Two, the bulk of the book, details the generic goals and practices and the
twenty-two process areas now comprising CMMI-DEV. The process areas are
organized alphabetically by acronym for easy reference. Each process area
includes goals, best practices, and examples. Part Three contains several useful
resources, including CMMI-DEV-related references, acronym definitions, a
glossary of terms, and an index.
This textbook is intended for SPI (software process improvement) managers and searchers, quality managers, and experienced project and research managers. The
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papers constitute the research proceedings of the 16th EuroSPI (European Software
Process Improvement, www.eurospi.net) conference held in Alcala (Madrid region),
September 2–4, 2009, Spain. Conferences have been held since 1994 in Dublin, 1995
in Vienna (Austria), 1997 in Budapest (Hungary), 1998 in Gothenburg (Sweden), 1999
in Pori (Finland), 2000 in Copenhagen (Denmark), 2001 in Limerick (Ireland), 2002 in
Nuremberg (G- many), 2003 in Graz (Austria), 2004 in Trondheim (Norway), 2005 in
Budapest (Hungary), 2006 in Joensuu (Finland), 2007 in Potsdam (Germany), 2008 in
Dublin (Ireland), and 2009 in Alcala (Spain). EuroSPI established an experience library
(library.eurospi.net) which will be conti- ously extended over the next few years and will
be made available to all attendees. EuroSPI also created an umbrella initiative for
establishing a European Qualification Network in which different SPINs and national
initiatives join mutually beneficial collaborations (ECQA – European Certification and
Qualification Association, www.ecqa.org). With a general assembly during October
15–16, 2007 through Euro-SPI partners and networks, in collaboration with the
European Union (supported by the EU L- nardo da Vinci Programme) a European
certification association has been created (www.eu-certificates.org, www.ecqa.org) for
the IT and services sector to offer SPI knowledge and certificates to industry,
establishing close knowledge transfer links between research and industry.
Going beyond the usual how-to guide, Lean Six Sigma Secrets for the CIO supplies
proven tips and valuable case studies that illustrate how to combine Six Sigma’s
rigorous quality principles with Lean methods for uncovering and eliminating waste in IT
processes. Using these methods, the text explains how to take an approach that is all
about improving IT performance, productivity, and security—as much as it is about
cutting costs. Savvy IT veterans describe how to use Lean Six Sigma with IT
governance frameworks such as COBIT and ITIL and warn why these frameworks
should be considered starting points rather than destinations. This complete resource
for CIOs and IT managers provides effective strategies to address the human element
that is so fundamental to success and explains how to maximize the voice of your
customers while keeping in touch with the needs of your staff. And perhaps most
importantly—it provides the evidence needed to build your case to upper management.
Supplying you with the tools to create methods that will bring out the best in your
employees; Lean Six Sigma Secrets for the CIO provides the understanding required to
manage your IT operations with unique effectiveness and efficiency in service of the
bottom line.
It has been many decades, since Computer Science has been able to achieve
tremendous recognition and has been applied in various fields, mainly computer
programming and software engineering. Many efforts have been taken to improve
knowledge of researchers, educationists and others in the field of computer science
and engineering. This book provides a further insight in this direction. It provides
innovative ideas in the field of computer science and engineering with a view to face
new challenges of the current and future centuries. This book comprises of 25 chapters
focusing on the basic and applied research in the field of computer science and
information technology. It increases knowledge in the topics such as web programming,
logic programming, software debugging, real-time systems, statistical modeling,
networking, program analysis, mathematical models and natural language processing.
"In this book, I have found answers to key questions and misconceptions about the
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relationship between Six Sigma and the Capability Maturity Model Integration
[CMMI]....Among my key takeaways is that the relationship between Six Sigma and
CMMI exemplifies one of the principles of S4/IEE: CMMI provides process
infrastructure that is needed to support a successful Six Sigma strategy." —Forrest W.
Breyfogle III, CEO, Smarter Solutions, Inc. "Finally, a book that bridges the software
and hardware process tool set. To date, there have been hardware and software
engineers who for one reason or another have not communicated their process
methods. And so, myths formed that convinced the hardware community that CMMI
was only for software and likewise convinced the software community that Six Sigma
was only for hardware. It is both refreshing and thought provoking to dispel these
myths." —Jack Ferguson, Manager, SEI Appraisal Program, Software Engineering
Institute CMMI and Six Sigma represent two of the best-known process improvement
initiatives. Both are designed to enhance work quality and thereby produce business
advantages for an organization. It's a misconception that the two are in competition and
cannot be implemented simultaneously. Practitioners originally trained in either CMMI
or Six Sigma are now finding that the two initiatives work remarkably well together in
the pursuit of their common goal. CMMI® and Six Sigma: Partners in Process
Improvement focuses on the synergistic, rather than competitive, implementation of
CMMI and Six Sigma—with synergy translating to "faster, better, cheaper" achievement
of mission success. Topics range from formation of the value proposition to specific
implementation tactics. The authors illustrate how not taking advantage of what both
initiatives have to offer puts an organization at risk of sinking time, energy, and money
into "inventing" a solution that already exists. Along the way they debunk a few myths
about Six Sigma applications in software. While the authors concentrate on the
interoperability of Six Sigma and CMMI, they also recognize that organizations rarely
implement only these two initiatives. Accordingly, the discussion turns to the emerging
realm of "multimodel" process improvement and strategies and tactics that transcend
models to help organizations effectively knit together a single unified internal process
standard. Whether you work in the defense industry, for a commercial organization, or
for a government agency—wherever quality and efficiency matter—you'll find this book to
be a valuable resource for bridging process issues across domains and building an
improvement strategy that succeeds.
CMMI® (Capability Maturity Model® Integration) is an integrated, extensible framework
for improving process capability and quality across an organization. It has become a
cornerstone in the implementation of continuous improvement for both industry and
governments around the world. Rich in both detail and guidance for a wide set of
organizational domains, the CMMI Product Suite continues to evolve and expand.
Updated for CMMI Version 1.2, this third edition of CMMI® Distilled again provides a
concise and readable introduction to the model, as well as straightforward, nononsense information on integrated, continuous process improvement. The book now
also includes practical advice on how to use CMMI in tandem with other approaches,
including Six Sigma and Lean, as well as new and expanded guidance on preparing for,
managing, and using appraisals. Written so that readers unfamiliar with model-based
process improvement will understand how to get started with CMMI, the book offers
insights for those more experienced as well. It can help battle-scarred process
improvement veterans, and experienced suppliers and acquirers of both systems and
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services, perform more effectively. CMMI® Distilled is especially appropriate for
executives and managers who need to understand why continuous improvement is
valuable, why CMMI is a tool of choice, and how to maximize the return on their efforts
and investments. Engineers of all kinds (systems, hardware, software, and quality, as
well as acquisition personnel and service providers) will find ideas on how to perform
better. The three authors, all involved with CMMI since its inception, bring a wealth of
experience and knowledge to this book. They highlight the pitfalls and shortcuts that are
all too often learned by costly experience, and they provide a context for understanding
why the use of CMMI continues to grow around the world.
The seven volumes LNCS 12249-12255 constitute the refereed proceedings of the 20th
International Conference on Computational Science and Its Applications, ICCSA 2020,
held in Cagliari, Italy, in July 2020. Due to COVID-19 pandemic the conference was
organized in an online event. Computational Science is the main pillar of most of the
present research, industrial and commercial applications, and plays a unique role in
exploiting ICT innovative technologies. The 466 full papers and 32 short papers
presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 1450 submissions. Apart from the
general track, ICCSA 2020 also include 52 workshops, in various areas of
computational sciences, ranging from computational science technologies, to specific
areas of computational sciences, such as software engineering, security, machine
learning and artificial intelligence, blockchain technologies, and of applications in many
fields.
This book covers research into the most important practices in product line
organization. Contributors offer experience-based knowledge on the domain and
application engineering, the modeling and management of variability, and the design
and use of tools to support the management of product line-related knowledge.
Software product line engineering has proven to be the methodology for developing a
diversity of software products and software intensive systems at lower costs, in shorter
time, and with higher quality. In this book, Pohl and his co-authors present a framework
for software product line engineering which they have developed based on their
academic as well as industrial experience gained in projects over the last eight years.
They do not only detail the technical aspect of the development, but also an integrated
view of the business, organisation and process aspects are given. In addition, they
explicitly point out the key differences of software product line engineering compared to
traditional single software system development, as the need for two distinct
development processes for domain and application engineering respectively, or the
need to define and manage variability.
This volume contains the conference proceedings of ISoLA 2008, the Third International
Symposium on Leveraging Applications of Formal Methods, Verification and Validation, which
was held in Porto Sani (Kassandra, Chalkidiki), Greece during October 13–15, 2008,
sponsored by EASST and in cooperation with the IEEE Technical Committee on Complex
Systems. Following the tradition of its forerunners in 2004 and 2006 in Cyprus, and the ISoLA
Workshops in Greenbelt (USA) in 2005 and in Poitiers (France) in 2007, ISoLA 2008 provided
a forum for developers, users, and researchers to discuss issues related to the adoption and
use of rigorous tools and methods for the specification, analysis, verification, certification,
construction, test, and maintenance of systems from the point of view of their different
application domains. Thus, the ISoLA series of events serves the purpose of bridging the gap
between designers and developers of rigorous tools, and users in engineering and in other
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disciplines, and to foster and exploit synergetic relationships among scientists, engineers,
software developers, decision makers, and other critical thinkers in companies and
organizations. In p- ticular, by providing a venue for the discussion of common problems,
requirements, algorithms, methodologies, and practices, ISoLA aims at supporting researchers
in their quest to improve the utility, reliability, flexibility, and efficiency of tools for building
systems, and users in their search for adequate solutions to their problems.
Praise for the first edition: “This excellent text will be useful to everysystem engineer (SE)
regardless of the domain. It covers ALLrelevant SE material and does so in a very clear,
methodicalfashion. The breadth and depth of the author's presentation ofSE principles and
practices is outstanding.” –Philip Allen This textbook presents a comprehensive, step-by-step
guide toSystem Engineering analysis, design, and development via anintegrated set of
concepts, principles, practices, andmethodologies. The methods presented in this text apply to
any typeof human system -- small, medium, and large organizational systemsand system
development projects delivering engineered systems orservices across multiple business
sectors such as medical,transportation, financial, educational, governmental, aerospace
anddefense, utilities, political, and charity, among others. Provides a common focal point for
“bridgingthe gap” between and unifying System Users, System Acquirers,multi-discipline
System Engineering, and Project, Functional, andExecutive Management education,
knowledge, and decision-making fordeveloping systems, products, or services Each chapter
provides definitions of key terms,guiding principles, examples, author’s notes, realworldexamples, and exercises, which highlight and reinforce key SE&Dconcepts and practices
Addresses concepts employed in Model-BasedSystems Engineering (MBSE), Model-Driven
Design (MDD), UnifiedModeling Language (UMLTM) / Systems Modeling
Language(SysMLTM), and Agile/Spiral/V-Model Development such asuser needs, stories, and
use cases analysis; specificationdevelopment; system architecture development; User-Centric
SystemDesign (UCSD); interface definition & control; systemintegration & test; and Verification
& Validation(V&V) Highlights/introduces a new 21st Century SystemsEngineering &
Development (SE&D) paradigm that is easy tounderstand and implement. Provides practices
that are critical stagingpoints for technical decision making such as Technical
StrategyDevelopment; Life Cycle requirements; Phases, Modes, & States;SE Process;
Requirements Derivation; System ArchitectureDevelopment, User-Centric System Design
(UCSD); EngineeringStandards, Coordinate Systems, and Conventions; et al. Thoroughly
illustrated, with end-of-chapter exercises andnumerous case studies and examples, Systems
EngineeringAnalysis, Design, and Development, Second Edition is a primarytextbook for multidiscipline, engineering, system analysis, andproject management undergraduate/graduate
level students and avaluable reference for professionals.
This volume constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 19th EuroSPI conference, held in
Vienna, Austria, in June 2012. The 29 revised papers presented in this volume were carefully
reviewed and selected. They are organized in topical sections on SPI and business factors;
SPI lifecycle and models; SPI assessment and quality; SPI processes and standards; SPI in
SMEs; SPI and implementation; creating environments supporting innovation and
improvement; standards and experiences with the implementation of functional safety;
business process management; SPI in SMEs - a project management perspective.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Third International Software Product Line
Conference, SPLC 2004, held in Boston, MA, USA in August/September 2004. The 18 revised
full technical papers presented together with a keynote abstract and summaries of panels,
tutorials, and workshops were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in the book.
Organized in sections on business, architecture, and quality assurance, the papers address
topics ranging from how to start a software product line in a company, to case studies of
mature product lines and the technology used, to test strategies of product lines, to strategies
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and notations for creating product line architectures, and to the importance of binding times in
creating product lines.
Software product lines represent perhaps the most exciting paradigm shift in software
development since the advent of high-level programming languages. Nowhere else in software
engineering have we seen such breathtaking improvements in cost, quality, time to market,
and developer productivity, often registering in the order-of-magnitude range. Here, the authors
combine academic research results with real-world industrial experiences, thus presenting a
broad view on product line engineering so that both managers and technical specialists will
benefit from exposure to this work. They capture the wealth of knowledge that eight companies
have gathered during the introduction of the software product line engineering approach in
their daily practice.
CMMI is a well-known and standardized model for assessing and improving software and
systems development processes. It can be used to guide process improvement across a
project, a division, or an entire organization. CMMI was developed at the Carnegie Mellon
Software Engineering Institute (SEI). The current version, 1.2, was published in 2006 and is
being adopted worldwide. This book provides hands-on experience and will help the reader to
gain an understanding of CMMI. It is an introduction to the model and its fundamental ideas.
Through numerous examples, it helps the reader to get started with CMMI and to understand
the interrelationship among model components (practices, goals, and process areas). The
book covers the following topics: Model-based process improvement Overview of CMMI
components History of CMMI and comparison to CMM Process areas of CMMI models
Application, potential, and limitations of CMMI
A one-stop reference guide to design for safety principles and applications Design for Safety
(DfSa) provides design engineers and engineering managers with a range of tools and
techniques for incorporating safety into the design process for complex systems. It explains
how to design for maximum safe conditions and minimum risk of accidents. The book covers
safety design practices, which will result in improved safety, fewer accidents, and substantial
savings in life cycle costs for producers and users. Readers who apply DfSa principles can
expect to have a dramatic improvement in the ability to compete in global markets. They will
also find a wealth of design practices not covered in typical engineering books—allowing them
to think outside the box when developing safety requirements. Design Safety is already a high
demand field due to its importance to system design and will be even more vital for engineers
in multiple design disciplines as more systems become increasingly complex and liabilities
increase. Therefore, risk mitigation methods to design systems with safety features are
becoming more important. Designing systems for safety has been a high priority for many
safety-critical systems—especially in the aerospace and military industries. However, with the
expansion of technological innovations into other market places, industries that had not
previously considered safety design requirements are now using the technology in
applications. Design for Safety: Covers trending topics and the latest technologies Provides ten
paradigms for managing and designing systems for safety and uses them as guiding themes
throughout the book Logically defines the parameters and concepts, sets the safety program
and requirements, covers basic methodologies, investigates lessons from history, and
addresses specialty topics within the topic of Design for Safety (DfSa) Supplements other
books in the series on Quality and Reliability Engineering Design for Safety is an ideal book for
new and experienced engineers and managers who are involved with design, testing, and
maintenance of safety critical applications. It is also helpful for advanced undergraduate and
postgraduate students in engineering. Design for Safety is the second in a series of “Design
for” books. Design for Reliability was the first in the series with more planned for the future.
A Product Line is a set of products with common elements and variable features. Including
Product Lines in an overall development strategy tailored to the commercial and/or industrial
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context delivers significant benefits: products that are more suitable, reduction in cost, shorter
development timescales, quality improvement, etc. This work, Systems Product Line
Engineering, brings together a summary of the state-of-the-art with lessons learnt from
industrial experience in implementing Product Lines of various kinds, in terms of marketplace,
number of applications, degree of variability, etc. It is resolutely practical, and is intended to
complement existing Systems Engineering manuals; indeed, it adopts the same process
structures. It includes: • Definitions and examples: Product Line, Product Lines organizations,
Product Line Engineering, • Processes, from needs analysis through to disposal, • Systems
Engineering methods, particularly Model-Based Product Line Systems Engineering, •
Organization: development in silos, development in platforms, • Implementation strategies and
management processes. This work is intended for practitioners: engineers, project managers,
instructors, researchers, students and developments of systems that fit into this approach.
Elected Incose Product of the Year 2015.
CMMI for DevelopmentGuidelines for Process Integration and Product ImprovementPearson
Education
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the First International Conference on
Software Process, held in Minneapolis, MN, USA, in May 2007. The 28 revised full papers
presented together with the abstracts of two keynote addresses cover process content,
process tools and metrics, process management, process representation, analysis and
modeling, experience report, and simulation modeling.
"This book covers both theoretical approaches and practical solutions in the processes for
aligning enterprise, systems, and software architectures"--Provided by publisher.
CMMI® for Services (CMMI-SVC) is a comprehensive set of guidelines to help organizations
establish and improve processes for delivering services. By adapting and extending proven
standards and best practices to reflect the unique challenges faced in service industries, CMMISVC offers providers a practical and focused framework for achieving higher levels of service
quality, controlling costs, improving schedules, and ensuring user satisfaction. A member of
the newest CMMI model, CMMI-SVC Version 1.3, reflects changes to the model made for all
constellations, including clarifications of high-maturity practices, alignment of the sixteen core
process areas, and improvements in the SCAMPI appraisal method. The indispensable
CMMI® for Services, Second Edition, is both an introduction to the CMMI-SVC model and an
authoritative reference for it. The contents include the complete model itself, formatted for
quick reference. In addition, the book’s authors have refined the model’s introductory
chapters; provided marginal notes to clarify the nature of particular process areas and to show
why their practices are valuable; and inserted longer sidebars to explain important concepts.
Brief essays by people with experience in different application areas further illustrate how the
model works in practice and what benefits it offers. The book is divided into three parts. Part
One begins by thoroughly explaining CMMI-SVC, its concepts, and its use. The authors
provide robust information about service concepts, including a discussion of lifecycles in
service environments; outline how to start using CMMI-SVC; explore how to achieve process
improvements that last; and offer insights into the relationships among process areas. Part
Two describes generic goals and practices, and then details the complete set of twenty-four
CMMI-SVC process areas, including specific goals, specific practices, and examples. The
process areas are organized alphabetically by acronym and are tabbed for easy reference.
Part Three contains several useful resources, including CMMI-SVC-related references,
acronym definitions, a glossary of terms, and an index. Whether you are new to CMMI models
or are already familiar with one or more of them, this book is an essential resource for service
providers interested in learning about or implementing process improvement.
CMMI® for Acquisition (CMMI-ACQ) describes best practices for the successful acquisition of
products and services. Providing a practical framework for improving acquisition processes,
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CMMI-ACQ addresses the growing trend in business and government for organizations to
purchase or outsource required products and services as an alternative to in-house
development or resource allocation. Changes in CMMI-ACQ Version 1.3 include improvements
to high maturity process areas, improvements to the model architecture to simplify use of
multiple models, and added guidance about using preferred suppliers. CMMI® for Acquisition,
Second Edition, is the definitive reference for CMMI-ACQ Version 1.3. In addition to the entire
revised CMMI-ACQ model, the book includes updated tips, hints, cross-references, and other
author notes to help you understand, apply, and quickly find information about the content of
the acquisition process areas. The book now includes more than a dozen contributed essays
to help guide the adoption and use of CMMI-ACQ in industry and government. Whether you
are new to CMMI models or are already familiar with one or more of them, you will find this
book an essential resource for managing your acquisition processes and improving your
overall performance. The book is divided into three parts. Part One introduces CMMI-ACQ in
the broad context of CMMI models, including essential concepts and useful background. It then
describes and shows the relationships among all the components of the CMMI-ACQ process
areas, and explains paths to the adoption and use of the model for process improvement and
benchmarking. Several original essays share insights and real experiences with CMMI-ACQ in
both industry and government environments. Part Two first describes generic goals and
generic practices, and then details the twenty-two CMMI-ACQ process areas, including specific
goals, specific practices, and examples. These process areas are organized alphabetically and
are tabbed by process area acronym to facilitate quick reference. Part Three provides several
useful resources, including sources of further information about CMMI and CMMI-ACQ,
acronym definitions, a glossary of terms, and an index.
This volume of Advances in Computers is number 66 in the series that began back in 1960.
This series presents the ever changing landscape in the continuing evolution of the
development of the computer and the field of information processing. Each year three volumes
are produced presenting approximately 20 chapters that describe the latest technology in the
use of computers today. Volume 66, subtitled "Quality software development," is concerned
about the current need to create quality software. It describes the current emphasis in
techniques for creating such software and in methods to demonstrate that the software indeed
meets the expectations of the designers and purchasers of that software. In-depth surveys and
tutorials on software development approaches Well-known authors and researchers in the field
Extensive bibliographies with most chapters All chapters focus on software development
issues Discussion of high end computing applications, a topic generally not understood by
most software professionals
Updated revision of the best selling book on CMMI – now covering version 1.2.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 17th International Conference on
Software Process Improvement and Capability Determination, SPICE 2017, held in Palma de
Mallorca, Spain, in October 2017. The 34 full papers presented together with 4 short papers
were carefully reviewed and selected from 65 submissions. The papers are organized in the
following topical sections: SPI in agile approaches; SPI in small settings; SPI and assessment;
SPI and models; SPI and functional safety; SPI in various settings; SPI and gamification; SPI
case studies; strategic and knowledge issues in SPI; education issues in SPI.

This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second International
Conference on Software Process, held in Leipzig, Germany, in May 2008 colocated with ICSE 2008, the 30th International Conference on Software
Engineering. The 33 revised full papers presented together with 2 invited papers
were carefully reviewed and selected from 106 submissions. The papers are
organized in topical sections on process content, process tools and metrics,
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process management, process representation, analysis and modeling,
experience report, and simulation modeling.
An easily-digestible and fully updated view of CMMI for practitioners as well as
executives, managers and the simply curious.
Process Improvement and CMMI for Systems and Software provides a workable
approach for achieving cost-effective process improvements for systems and
software. Focusing on planning, implementation, and management in system and
software processes, it supplies a brief overview of basic strategic planning
models and covers fundamental concepts and appr
This report is an assessment and strategy to help Kazakhstan enhance the
competitiveness of non-energy sectors including agribusiness, fertilizers,
logistics, business services and information technology.
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